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Talc is used in a wide variety of 
products that we see everyday. It is 
an important ingredient in rubber, a 
filler and whitener in paint, a filler 
and brightening agent in high-quality 
papers, and a primary ingredient in 
many types of cosmetics.

Talc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On December 5th 2018– Health Canada proposes that “inhaling loose talc powders and using certain products containing talc in the female genital area may be harmful to human health”. Using products like baby powder, diaper creams and bath bombs that have talc may increase the risk of developing ovarian cancer.Ingesting talc or using it in cosmetics was found to be not harmful. The government is working on a final assessment and if it is confirmed they might consider restricting talc’s use. Note - can update Bell Ringer to current science in the news about minerals 



They are: 
1)Naturally occurring,
2)Inorganic
3)Solids
4)with a definite 

chemical composition
5) and an ordered 

internal crystalline 
structure.

Minerals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minerals are the building blocks of rocks and sediments comprising the Earth and its landscapes. Earth’s crust is composed of about 3000 minerals. Only 30 of these minerals are very common. Minerals are everywhere. For example, the “”lead” in your pencil is mostly graphite (it is not actually made of lead anymore, although it was in ancient Roman times). 



Naturally occurring Formed by natural processes 

Inorganic They are not alive and never 
were alive 

Solid
Definite shape and 
volume, Not a gas or 
a liquid 



Definite chemical composition

Some minerals are composed 
of just one element. 
Example – Gold = Au 

Most minerals are composed 
of compounds. 
Example – Quartz = SiO2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Largest gold nugget ever found in the world. It was found in California and weighs 109.2 lbs. Another mineral that is composed of just one element is graphite = C (carbon).  



An ordered internal crystalline structure

Displayed by its crystal shape 





Is Ice a Mineral? 

⚫Is ice a mineral?
◦ Think about this:
●Is it a solid? 
●Is it pure (Made up of one substance)?
●Is it living or non-living?
●Does it occur naturally? (No help needed?)

So ICE is a mineral! But 
what about when it melts? 
Since it is no longer a solid 
it is no longer a mineral.

Yes
Yes

Non -living

Yes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plastic? – No Glass? – NoElements? - Yes



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geologists use several different ways to identify minerals. One way is by looking at a mineral’s physical properties. You need to use a combination of many tests to identify a mineral. Crystal shape or form can be unreliable to use due to weathering.  



Colour
The color of a mineral is the first 
thing most people notice
⚫ It can also be the least useful in 

identifying a mineral. 

⚫ Many minerals can have the 
same colour

⚫ Most minerals occur in more 
than one color. 
◦ E.g.: Quartz can be clear, white, yellow, 

purple, or black.



Spinel (octahedral) Garnet (dodecahedral) Corundum (hexagonal)

Which would be a more helpful way to distinguish these three minerals, 
colour or crystal shape?

Red Minerals



Hardness

Hardness describes a 
minerals resistance to 
scratching, therefore 
representing the strength 
of atomic bonds.  

⚫ Hardness is measured 
on a scale of 1 – 10, 
with 1 being the softest 
mineral and 10 being 
the hardest mineral. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moh's hardness scale uses the hardness of certain minerals and other common objects to determine relative hardness. How easy can it be scratched? Does it scratch the penny? If it does then the mineral must have a hardness greater than 3.5.  



Streak Colour
Streak color is an important property of a mineral and is 
defined as the color of the finely ground powder of the 
mineral. 

⚫ The visible color property is unreliable as an identification 
method. 

⚫ You can find out the streak color of minerals by using the 
streak plates.

⚫ Rub each mineral sample once across the tile and blow off 
the extra powder.

⚫ The streak color is not always the same color as the 
mineral. The mineral may come in different colors, but the 
streak is always the same.

⚫ Not all minerals have the same 
streak color.



Luster
Luster describes the way a mineral 
reflects light. 

⚫Minerals can be categorized as   
Metallic or Nonmetallic

⚫Nonmetallic can be                       
categorized as:
◦ Dull
◦ Earthy
◦ Glassy
◦ Waxy

Dull Luster

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metallic luster is shiny and looks like metal. However not all minerals that have a metallic luster are metals. Non metallic luster is not shiny. 



Cleavage
Cleavage describes how a mineral 
breaks along flat surfaces (usually one, 
two, three or four surfaces). 

⚫Minerals have all different shapes  
because they all break in different ways

⚫Cleavage is determined by the crystal 
structure of the mineral. The mineral   
will break along a plane/flat surface  
where the bonds are weak. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a mineral does not break along a flat plane/smooth surface it fractures. Fractures are rough or jagged edges that the mineral breaks into. Hand out samples showing cleavage and fracture – go over safetySome samples might be pokey and sharp – use caution when handling samples Keep mineral samples away from eyes and mouthDo not throw or toss items to anyone If something breaks, inform the teacher immediately. I will clean up any spills or broken glass/objects. Return all materials and samples
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Presentation Notes
Explain the samples that you handed out and then retrieve the samples. 
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